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      PACIFIC Giraffe Vertical Screw Conveyor

      Pacific Food Machinery

      The giraffe is a high quality vertical screw conveyor that is safe, compact and designed for small to large scale food production facilities. Featuring an all stainless steel body, the machine has a unique hygienic design that makes cleaning an easy task.
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      PACIFIC 40L Bowl Cutter

      Pacific Food Machinery

      The PACIFIC 40L Bowl Cutter is small feature packed bowl cutter
which is safe, reliable and suitable for food processing; producing finely emulsified meat and vegetable mixtures.
This easy to clean and maintain machine is mainly for sausage, dairy
and vegetable food processing manufacturers.

Featuring a stainless steel build, a powerful 4kw motor with integrated brake,
dual knife speeds of 1400rpm & 2800rpm, a safety lid with opening detection
to apply the braked motor and a hygienic design that makes cleaning the machine easy.
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      PACIFIC Y350 Stainless Steel Band Saw

      Pacific Food Machinery

      The Pacific Y350 is a feature packed band saw that is safe, reliable & precise for use in butcher shops, small goods production, supermarkets, boning rooms, cheese making facilities & other food industries requiring an easy to clean and operate band saw.  Featuring a powerful & accurate direct drive motor system, integrated safety e-stop button & interlocked door sensors, precision balanced stainless steel flywheels, 2 HP motor, integrated safety e-stop button & interlocked door sensors, adjustable feet, adjustable cutting fence guide & bone dust drawer.
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      PACIFIC Chicken Nugget Production Line (Small Scale)

      Pacific Food Machinery

      Our small scale PACIFIC Chicken nugget production line is the perfect entry-sized production line for the production of chicken nuggets.
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      PACIFIC 330L Vacuum Bowl Cutter with Unloader

      Pacific Food Machinery

      The Pacific 330L Vacuum Bowl Cutter is a high quality bowl cutter suitable for a wide range of applications in the small goods, butchery, nuts (such as peanuts, cashews etc) and fruit and vegetable industries, fitted with a powerful 97kw motor and capable of processing up to 300kg of meat per batch, it is also fitted with an integrated unloader ensuring ease of operation. This machine has 4 knife speeds and 2 bowl speeds and is fitted with German steel blades. It is very well designed and built, featuring over sized bearings on the main shafts that are precision machined to ensure smooth operation and a fully cast stainless steel bowl which also features an anti-overflow pan edge design.
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      PACIFIC 8 Trolley Straight Through Smokehouse Oven

       

      The PACIFIC 2-8 trolley smokehouse is an advanced multi-function smokehouse that is capable of cooking, baking, smoking and cleaning all in the one machine. It features fully digital controls via the easy to use digital HMI interface and features the capacity to smoke, steam or cook up to 8 smoke trolleys at a single time with both in and out doors located at each end of the smokehouse for quick and efficient product through put, making it perfect for production with separated fresh and cooked areas.
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      PACIFIC 400mm Variable Speed Tenderiser

      Pacific Food Machinery

      The PACIFIC 400mm Variable Speed Tenderizer uses durable stainless steel blades to tenderize both the top and bottom bottom of your product and is the perfect addition for any butcher, food processor, restaurant and manufacturer looking to increase their productivity while maintaining product quality and efficiency. Easy and quickly interchangeable single (suitable for chicken) and double tenderising heads (suitable for beef, pork & lamb) make this machine the perfect addition to your battering and crumbing line, fitted with a 400mm wide conveyor belt.
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      PACIFIC Multi Needle Injector 40 Needles

      Pacific Food Machinery

      Designed for injecting meat, poultry and fish with a brine solution. Suitable for bone-in and boneless cuts of meat, poultry and seafood including whole birds.
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      PACIFIC 200L Stainless Steel Dump Bin

      Pacific Food Machinery

      Our PACIFIC 200L stainless steel euro dump bins are robust and
manufactured from heavy gauge polished 304 stainless
steel. A matte finished on the outside and a brilliant highly polished mirror finish on the inside of the bins.

For use in food production industries such as meat,
diary, small goods, dry goods and more.
Use this bin anywhere requiring a food safe industry
standard bin, with easy to move heavy duty nylon wheels
and lifting lugs compatible with all standard bin lifters.
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      PACIFIC 1000L Vacuum Massager & Tumbler

       

      The Pacific 1000L vacuum massager & tumbler is suited for medium to large butchers and food processors to marinate and massage larger volumes of meat, poultry and smallgoods.
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      PACIFIC Crumbed Chicken Nugget (400mm) Production Line

      Pacific Food Machinery

      Our large commercial scale production line for the production of crumbed/breaded chicken nugget are available in 400mm, 600mm and 900mm belt widths. Comprising of a forming machine, preduster, battering machine, crumbing machine and (optional) fryer the production of crumbed/breaded chicken nuggets.
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      PACIFIC F3000 Frozen Block Flaker

      Pacific Food Machinery

      The PACIFIC frozen block flaker is an industrial-quality machine specifically designed to quickly break down frozen blocks of meat, and other produce, into smaller chunks for further processing in a bowl cutter or mincer/grinder. With sturdy & highly accurate stainless steel construction, it ensures durability and hygiene. Engineered for efficiency and ease of use, it features a large feeding area that safely accommodates standard block sizes, reducing preparation time significantly. The cutting mechanism is designed to minimize waste while maximizing output, making it an essential tool for busy production environments. Safety features include emergency stops and guards to protect operators. This machine streamlines operations in any food processing facility, offering reliability, speed, and precision in handling frozen products.
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      PACIFIC 400mm x 3.5m Continuous Fryer - Electric

      Pacific Food Machinery

      The PACIFIC 400mm Continuous Fryer has a travel length 2.5 meters and a variable speed belt (adjustable frying time) to suit cooking any variety of products from formed chicken products such as nuggets, potato cakes, dim sim's to arancini balls. Manufactur
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      PACIFIC 200mm Battering Machine

      Pacific Food Machinery

      The Pacific 200mm Battering Machine uses a specially designed beater to ensure even mixing of the batter mixture. This highly efficient machine is recommended for bakeries, restaurants and other food production industries that are seeking reliability, safety & consistent batter coating.
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      PACIFIC 80L Bowl Cutter with Unloader

      Pacific Food Machinery

      The Pacific 80L Bowl Cutter is a high quality bowl cutter suitable for a wide range of applications in the small goods, butchery, nuts (such as peanuts, cashews etc) and fruit and vegetable industries, fitted with a powerful 17.5kw motor and capable of processing up to 60kg of meat per batch, it is also fitted with an integrated unloader ensuring ease of operation. This machine has 4 knife speeds and 2 bowl speeds and is fitted with German steel blades. It is very well designed and built, featuring over sized bearings on the main shafts that are precision machined to ensure smooth operation and a fully cast stainless steel bowl which also features an anti-overflow pan edge design.
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      PACIFIC 600mm x 4.5m Continuous Fryer - Electric

      Pacific Food Machinery

      The PACIFIC 600mm Continuous Fryer has a travel length 3.5 meters and a variable speed belt (adjust frying time from 2 minutes to 5 minutes) to suit cooking any variety of products from formed chicken products such as chips, potato chips, nuggets, potato c
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      PACIFIC 1000mm Tempura Battering Machine

       

      The PACIFIC 1000mm tempura battering machines features a top and bottom belt which feeds and dips the product down into the batter mixture. This process is best suited for irregular shaped products which helps to ensure the product is completed coated. The product then passes through an air blade which removes any excess batter from the product which limits the amount of wastage introduced into the coating process.
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      PACIFIC YX50 Digital Smokehouse

      Pacific Food Machinery

      The PACIFIC YX50 smokehouse is a compact yet effective smoke oven that can dry, cook or bake your ham, sausage, bacon, chicken or fish all in the same machine via its digital touch screen controls and built in smoke generator.
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      PACIFIC Cow Bone Crusher

      Pacific Food Machinery

      Cow Bone Crusher has a simple operation and easy to maintain. It is especially suitable for dry, frozen/chilled cow bones, sheep bones, etc.
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      PACIFIC Battered Chicken Nugget (400mm) Production Line

      Pacific Food Machinery

      Our large commercial scale production line for the production of battered chicken nugget are available in 400mm, 600mm and 900mm belt widths. Comprising of a forming machine, preduster, battering machine, and (optional) fryer the production line is for the production of chicken nuggets.
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You can contact us by phone at +61 3 9469 2023 or by email at sales@pacificfoodmachinery.com.au
              


              Alternatively fill in the contact form on the right and we will answer in the shortest possible time.
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